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WASHING MACHINES WASHER TECHNOLOGY

The Efficient Way to Perfect Results
Panasonic washing machines employ innovative technology to save as much water and energy as possible –  
creating perfect washing results. More details at: www.panasonic.com

AUTOMATIC SETTINGS,  
IMPECCABLE RESULTS.  
AUTOCARE.

Panasonic SteamAction – Heat-plate Method
Panasonic SteamAction technology reduces wrinkles and ironing time 
and works just like a Panasonic Steam iron: water is supplied onto a 
hot plate and instantly creates small, powerful bursts of steam.

Eco-friendly – A+++ -40 %1 Energy Efficiency
 So that you can save as much energy and water as possible with every wash, Panasonic has developed a range of innovative,  
highly efficient technologies. The ECONAVI sensors, 3D HydroActive+ and Inverter motor all work together perfectly to ensure  
clean results and the best possible use of resources with every single load. Plus, they provide quiet operation for a more  
enjoyable washing experience.

Washing Machine Technology
Complementing the other energy-saving features, HydroActive and 3D HydroActive+ guarantee  
highest efficiency in washing and rinsing. Three water outlets rapidly rinse fabrics, ensuring deep 
and fast penetration of the detergent into the clothing during the washing cycle – for clean  
results in shorter time and with less energy.

140% more energy efficient compared to the limit of highest energy efficiency class A+++ (EEI 46) calculated according to the EU Regulation 1061/2010 [2010/30/EU].
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Powerful yet Quiet
The innovative Inverter  motor inside many Panasonic washing machines uses information 
from the sensors to  determine the number of drum rotations needed. This enables the 
motor to work most efficiently according to the size of the load and also to ensure energy 
savings. Not only can you rest assured knowing that the Inverter motor comes with a 
ten-year warranty – because it is brushless, the motor is also extremely quiet for a more 
comfortable washing experience.
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Sazanami Drum and Dimple Drum
The Panasonic Sazanami drum features an interior with dimple-shaped water spouts – ideal for 
thoroughly removing dirt while being kind to your clothes. The rounded-edged dimples not only 
allow for fewer holes and less bumps than a conventional drum, they also prevent clothes from 
catching. Additionally, their unique shape also provides a high spin-drying performance.  

The Panasonic Dimple drum design with smaller and fewer holes prevents clothes from catching 
and is extra gentle to your fabrics.

A Programme for Every Fabric 
No matter the type of fabric, Panasonic washing machines let you choose from a host of customised 
care programmes that deliver perfect results. Refresh small loads or do a quick wash within only 15 
minutes using “Rapid 15”. Wash at a low temperature of only 20°C with the eco-friendly “20°C Wash” 
or try the special “Sportswear” programme to easily clean heavily soiled kits or socks with stubborn 
stains from mud or grass.

Fitting all Your Needs from 6 to 10 kg
Panasonic washing machines offer a wide variety of load capacities. From 6 to 10 kg, the washing machines are perfect for any type 
of load and designed to fit all your needs.

Option HelpTimer/minC

1
 10
3
 10Extra Rinse

Prewash
Of f
Of f

Stain Master Of f

Stain Master and Stain Programme
The Stain Master and Stain programme1 ensure you don’t need to rub or pre-treat stains to get rid 
of them – let your washing machine do the job. Select one of the most common 23 stains – and the 
washing machine will automatically combine the optimum temperature, mechanical power and  
soaking power to beat them.

1Available with Panasonic NA-106VC5 washing machine.

NA-148XS1 NN-148XR1 NA-140VZ4 NA-140VS4 NA-168VS4 NA-140VX4 
NA-168VX4

NA-140VG4 
NA-168VG4 NA-B48VG5

NA-148VB6 
NA-128VB6 
NA-147VB6 
NA-127VB6

NA-107VC5
NA-106VC5

AutoCare – – – – – – – –

Wrinkle-care – – – – – –

Allergy-care – – – – – –

Daily – – – – – –

Shirts/Shirts – /  / – – / – /  / –  / –  / –  / –  / –  / –

Refresh – – – – – –

Hand Wash – – – – – – – – –

Allergy Care – – – – – – – – –

Mixed –  / –  / – –

Silk /Lingerie  – – – – – – /  / – – – –

Outdoor – – – – – / – / – –

Denim – – – –  / – – / – –

Sportswear – –  

Baby-care – – – – –  / –  / – – – –

Easy-care

Wool

Skin-care – – – – – / – / – –

Quick 50 – –

Quick – – – – – – – –  

Rapid 15

Bedding –

20°C Wash

Delicates – –

Programmes

A Programme for Every Fabric
No matter the type of fabric of your clothes, Panasonic washing machines let you choose from a host of 
customised care programmes that deliver perfect results. More details at: www.panasonic.com

Perfect Laundry Care
Your laundry is in good hands with a Panasonic washing machine. With a wide selection of washing programmes and 
features, your washing machine is tailored to fit your needs. More details at: www.panasonic.com

Designed for Your Lifestyle
Top-of-the-line Panasonic washing machines with Eco / Speed 
Mode give you three choices for washing. Select “Normal Wash” 
for efficient washing with normal energy consumption or “Speed 
Wash” for shorter washing times. If time is not crucial, choose 
the longer “Eco Wash” cycle and take advantage of resource-
saving washing with great results. 

Normal Wash Speed Wash Eco Wash

En
er

gy

30% 
water saving2

50% 
energy saving2

Tim
e 40% 

time saving2

2In-house test result: 8 kg of laundry washed using 8 kg-capacity model set to “Cotton 60°C” programme.

Sazanami Drum

Dimple Drum
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Excellent Design in Every Detail
Panasonic washing machines are designed to deliver the best performance, run quietly and be a great 
addition to your home.

SteamAction: Less Wrinkles,  
Less Ironing1

Less wrinkles after washing and drying1: the SteamAction technology in the latest Panasonic washing 
machines and tumble dryer means you will spend less time ironing and more time doing what you like.

With wear, garment fibres change shape and 
molecules are clumped together.

The heat and moisture in steam make
fibres expand, and heating up the molecules 
loosens the links between them.

As the drum rotates, the tumble action 
pulls fibres to return them to their original 
condition.

The molecules are neatly straightened and
fixed in position.

1Only applicable for the Panasonic steam washing machines – those were endorsed by Allergy UK. 2Internal test: comparison of a wash cycle at 90°C with the “Allergy-Care” programme. 

Wrinkle-free, Hassle-free
Thanks to the small, powerful particles of steam, fabrics quickly go back to their original shape and can 
be ironed much more quickly with less effort or not at all.

Wear Last Nights’ Clothes Today
SteamAction by Panasonic not only reduces wrinkles and reduces your ironing needs, but also quickly removes odours – without 
the need to wash. The “Refresh” programme on the Panasonic steam washing machines and steam tumble dryer quickly lifts 
odours from your clothes. Ideal for cooking or smoking odours!

Fabric is sprayed with hot, pressurised steam. Odour particles are released and removed from the fabric.

SteamAction Removes Odours

Steam Allergens Away!
Thanks to the constant high temperature of steam during the “Allergy-Care” programme, 99.99%1 of allergens 
like house dust mites and pollen are removed. This steam programme is gentle to fabrics and more energy 
efficient than a conventional high-temperature wash cycle.2

Wide Door Opening 
The 34 cm wide door opening of the Panasonic Inverter washing machines makes it easy for 
you to load and unload the drum. 

At the same time, our XS1, XR1, VB6 and VC6 washing machine series convince with a 33 cm 
wide door opening for your convenience and ease of use.

Convenient Operation
To make your washing experience as comfortable as possible, Panasonic offers various convenient and intuitive display solutions. 

Our LCD displays with WashNavi2 for 
example, provide you with intuitive 
control over all the washing machine’s 
programmes, functions and error 
indications, plus solutions. With the 
Help function you receive a complete 
summary of the wash programme  
shown on the display to choose the  
right programme setting. 

Our LCD displays with touch-sensitive 
buttons3 are easy to read and conveni-
ent to operate – at the slightest touch: 
see how the washing programme is 
progressing, its temperature, spin speed 
and the remaining washing time. 

The contemporary design of our washing  
machines is rounded off by their large 
blue LED displays4. The user-friendly 
display with LED screen is easy to read 
and makes selecting the right washing 
programme simple.

Quiet Washing 
Integrated into the sides of our Inverter washing machines1, the Silent Arch Design effectively 
absorbs sounds which a washing machine naturally makes during the washing process, reduc-
ing bothersome noise. Additionally, vibrations generated when the drum rotates are disbursed 
to reduce unpleasant, harsh sounds and ensure a quieter noise level. For our VB6 and VC6 
washing machine series, the Wavy Design effectively absorbs the sounds the washing machine 
makes during the washing process. Silent Arch Design Wavy Design

1Available with Panasonic VZ4, VS4, VX4, XS1, VG4, XR1, VB6 and VG5 washing machine series. 2Available with Panasonic VZ4 and VX4 series washing machines.
3Available with Panasonic VB6 washing machines. 4Available with Panasonic XS1and XR1 washing machines. 
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WASHER BENEFITS

Automatic Settings, Impeccable Results. AutoCare
Innovative sensor technology and intelligent programme features are the key to perfect washing results  
and highest efficiency in using water and energy. More details at: www.panasonic.com

Detects and Deals with Dirt at the Touch of a Button

 Energy class: A+++ –40%1, 3D HydroActive +

 AutoCare programme for optimum washing performance

 SteamAction: easy ironing technology

    NA-148XR1: Same features as NA-148XS1,  
without SteamAction

140% more energy efficient compared to the limit of highest energy efficiency class A+++ (EEI 46) calculated according to EU Regulation 1061/2010 [2010/30/EU].

NA-148XS1

Tailor-made Perfection at the Touch of a Button
A washing programme that automatically tailors each cycle to your individual needs using intelligent sensor technology – this is now 
made possible thanks to the Panasonic AutoCare programme. Powered by ECONAVI sensor technology, the wash load sensor, water tem-
perature sensor, optical sensor and laundry material sensor all work together to ensure energy-efficient washing and perfect cleaning 
results for your laundry. Panasonic AutoCare washing machines detect and remove dirt at the touch of a button.

At the beginning of each cycle, the washing load sensor determines the actual weight  
of fabrics loaded into the drum and instantly adjusts the amount of water needed for  
the best washing result. You get perfectly clean clothes, while your washing machine  
uses less water.

LoadSensor

LOAD 
AMOUNT

WATER
CONSUMPTION

TIME

TemperatureSensor

WATER
TEMPERATURE 

TIME

The temperature sensor detects the temperature of the tap water running into the  
machine. Based on this temperature, the washing machine then automatically adapts  
the duration of the washing cycle to ensure the best combination of washing perfor- 
mance and energy savings. 

GET CLEAN RESULTS. 
SAVE WATER AND TIME.

LEVEL OF DIRT

TYPE OF DETERGENT

The optical sensor in the water hose uses infrared technology to monitor the dirt level of 
the water.The optical sensor scans the water to detect the level of dirt during the wash-
ing cycle. Low soilage levels lead to shorter washing cycles, high levels increase the 
washing time. The sensor also detects the type of detergent. Each detergent – liquid or 
powder – has its own characteristics. Thanks to the optical sensor, the washing cycle is 
optimised according to the type of detergent chosen. This leads to best washing results 
and saves resources.

Cotton

Synthetics

TYPE OF 
MATERIAL *

SPINNING
TIME

*identifies the percentage of synthetics and the percentage of cotton

Some fabrics require lower spinning speeds than others. Thanks to the laundry material 
sensor, the washing machine automatically identifies the percentage of synthetics and  
the percentage of cotton inside the drum and adjusts the spinning time accordingly.

FEATURES
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130% more energy efficient compared to the limit of highest energy efficiency class A+++ (EEI 46) calculated according to EU Regulation 1061/2010 [2010/30/EU].  
235% more energy efficient compared to the limit of highest energy efficiency class A+++ (EEI 46) calculated according to EU Regulation 1061/2010 [2010/30/EU].
3In-house test result: 8 kg of laundry washed using 8 kg-capacity model set to “Cotton 60°C” programme.

Fast and Thorough

 Energy class: A+++ -30%1, HydroActive+

 HydroActive+: perfectly clean and  
  fast washing results

 Speed Mode: saves up to 40%3  
  of your washing time

   NA-168VG4: Same features as NA-140VG4,  
  with energy class A+++ -35%2, 8 kg load  
  capacity and 1600 rpm

NA-140VG4

Stainless Results

 Energy class: A+++ -30%1, HydroActive+

 StainMaster: automatic stain removal

 WashNavi: intuitive control over pro- 
  grammes, functions and error solutions

   NA-168VX4: Same features as NA-140VX4,   
       with energy class A+++ -35%2, 8 kg load  
  capacity and 1600 rpm

NA-140VX4

All Under Control

 Energy class: A+++ - 30%1, HydroActive+

  WashNavi: intuitive control over programmes,  
functions and error solutions

 StainMaster: automatic stain removal

 NA-168VS4: Same features as  
  NA-140VS4, with energy class A+++  
  -35%2, 8 kg load capacity and 1600 rpm

Wash, Iron, Wear

 Energy class: A+++ -30%1, HydroActive+

  3D Sensor Wash: detects load  
unbalance and optimises it for perfect 
results

 SteamAction: wrinkle reduction  
  with steam 

NA-140VS4

130% more energy efficient compared to the limit of highest energy efficiency class A+++ (EEI 46) calculated according to EU Regulation 1061/2010 [2010/30/EU]. 
235% more energy efficient compared to the limit of highest energy efficiency class A+++ (EEI 46) calculated according to EU Regulation 1061/2010 [2010/30/EU].

NA-140VZ4
FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES
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Outstanding Efficiency

 Energy class: A+++ –50%1

 HydroActive+: perfectly clean and fast washing results

 Eco Mode: resource-saving and eco-conscious wash cycle

Wash and Remove Allergens

 Energy class: A+++, HydroActive

  Allergy-care and Hand wash programmes

 Easy loading and unloading:  
  large aperture of 33cm

    NA-128VB6: Same features as  
NA-148VB6, with 1200rpm

  NA-147VB6: Same features as  
NA-148VB6, with 7kg load capacity

    NA-127VB6: Same features as  
NA-148VB6, with 7kg load capacity  
and 1200rpm

Laundry that is Never Late

 Energy class: A++

  Allergy-care and Hand wash  
programmes

  Easy loading and unloading: large  
door aperture of 33cm

   NA-127VC6: Same features as  
  NA-147VC6 with 1200rpm

NA-B48VG5

NA-148VB6

NA-147VC6

150% more energy efficient compared to the limit of highest energy efficiency class A+++ (EEI 46) calculated to EU Regulation 1061/2010 [2010/30/EU].

FEATURES

FEATURES

BIG 
LCD

FEATURES

BIG 
LCD
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Absorbs the 
moisture from  
the laundry

Hot, moist air

Evaporator
Water
Condenser

Hot, dry air

Inverter compressor

Brushless 
motor

Inverter  
microprocessor

Gentle, Efficient Drying
Thanks to new technologies like heat pump and Inverter, Panasonic heat pump tumble  
dryers NH-P80G2 and NH-P80S1 achieve the A++ energy class. 

Twin Drying Sensors
The intelligent Twin Drying sensors monitor for optimum 
drying. The Panasonic heat pump tumble dryer features 
Twin Drying sensors, which monitor the load, the types of 
fabric and residual moisture. They detect when the load 
has reached the desired dryness level, and adjust the 
temperature and drying time. This prevents overheating 
and avoids wasted energy. 

3D Air Circulation
The Panasonic drum design ensures high airflow in the 
drum of 4 m3 per minute. The air circulates in all directions 
inside the drum, reaching every garment for an efficient 
drying performance.

Power consumption

Conventional 
(non-Inverter)

Energy  
Saving

Time

By adjusting the compressor rotation speed to the actual 
needs, a Panasonic heat pump tumble dryer with Inverter 
technology significantly increases efficiency and reduces 
energy consumption. 

Heat Pump Technology
By using the heat pump technology known from air  
conditioning systems, Panasonic heat pump tumble dryers 
are able to produce more heat while using less energy 
than conventional tumble dryers. As a result, Panasonic 
heat pump tumble dryers are more efficient and far more 
environmentally friendly than conventional air dryers. 

NA-107VC5

NA-106VC5

1In-house test result: 8 kg of laundry washed using 8 kg-capacity model set to “Cotton 60°C” programme.

Perfect Sense, Perfect Foam

 Energy class: A++

  Easy loading and unloading: large door aperture of 33 cm

  Foam Sensor: dilutes too much foam for perfectly clean results

Laundry That Is Never Late

 Energy class: A+

  Save time: complete a full load in only 59 mins with the “Time Saver” programme

 Easy loading and unloading: large aperture of 33 cm

FEATURES

FEATURES
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Approx. 63°C 
This is the default ECO setting

Approx. 45°C 
Gentle Dry

Approx. 69°C 
Speed Mode

Variable Temperature
Panasonic Inverter technology allows the use of different drying temperatures. By using Gentle Dry at 45°C, you can dry even delicate 
items. By selecting Speed Mode, the temperature is set to 69°C, saving drying time. Either way, Panasonic tumble dryers deliver 
maximum results and convenience.

Your Priority – Your Mode
Panasonic heat pump tumble dryers offer two choices for drying: Eco 
Mode: the drying time will be longer but energy consumption will be 
reduced to save precious resources. Speed Mode: the temperature 
will raise to approx. 69°C saving you up to 301 minutes of your overall 
drying time. Designed for your busy daily life! 0 120 130 140 150

Time (min.)

Speed Mode 122 min.1

150 min.Eco Mode

Gentle Dry at 45°C
Gentle Dry is a feature unique to heat pump tumble dryers. At the temperature of 45°C you can dry delicate fabrics like nylon, 
polyester, linen, felt patch sweat or items such as lingerie, blended fabric or sportswear and outdoor garements – without worrying 
about shrinkage or damage.

Sweater Nylon/Lingerie Polyester/Sportswear Felt patch sweat Cotton/Linen shirts Blended fabric

Drying with Extra Care

Remove Odours, Keep Good Looks
Refreshing your clothes without washing is easy! Simply put in your dry laundry, 
choose the “Steam Refresh – Casual” programme and start. The hot, pressured 
steam reduces crease formation and refreshes your laundry. Using the optional 
accessory – the N-DB1 drying basket – you can also reduce odours from soft toys, 
pillows or shoes.

The Refreshing Power of Steam
The Panasonic technology of using steam during the washing cycle has many positive effects on fabrics. 

Dry, Iron, Wear
Thanks to the small powerful particles of steam, fabrics creased after the washing cycle 
go back to their original shape and can be ironed much more quickly and easily – or 
without the need for ironing at all. Simply put in the laundry after washing and choose 
the “Dry & Steam Daily” programme to dry and steam shirts, T-shirts, jeans and sheets.

Convenient Laundry Accessories
Using the Panasonic washer/dryer stacking kit N-SKT100, the dryer can easily and 
securely be stacked on top of a Panasonic washing machine.  

The Panasonic drying basket N-DB1 will allow you to refresh non-washable items like 
soft toys, pillows and shoes – as well as other items that should not be tumbled – by 
reducing odours.  

These two Panasonic accessories are available at www.panasonic.eu/customer_service.html // INPUT CONTACT at your local Service department.

Gentle Touch for Your Laundry
To guarantee gentle treatment and uniform drying results, the large, 
soft Sazanami drum features a unique surface pattern and large baffles 
which further protect clothes and reduce creasing during drying, so 
there is less need for ironing. 

1In-house test result, 8 kg of laundry dryed with Speed Mode “Cupboard Dry” .

With wear, garment fibres change shape and 
molecules are clumped together.

The heat and moisture in steam make 
fibres expand, and heating up the molecules 
loosens the links between them.

As the drum rotates, the tumble action 
pulls fibres to return them to their original 
condition.

The molecules are neatly straightened and
fixed in position.
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Spare Time Comes as Standard

 A++ condenser dryer with heat pump technology

 SteamAction: reduce wrinkles, remove odours  
  and refresh without washing

  Gentle Dry: carefree drying of delicate fabrics  
at gentle 45°C

NH-P80S1

NH-P80G2
Leave Your Delicates in Safe Hands

 A++ condenser dryer with heat pump technology

 Gentle Dry: carefree drying of delicate fabrics at  
  gentle 45°C

 3D Air Circulation: ensures high airflow reaching  
  every garment for perfect drying performance

NH-P80S1 NH-P80G2

Silk/Lingerie – •

Outdoor/Sports • •

Shirts • •

Timed Prog. Cold – •

Timed Prog. Warm • •

Mixed

Cupboard Dry, Iron Dry
• •

Cotton/Colours

Extra Dry, Cupboard Dry Plus, 
Cupboard Dry, Iron Dry

• •

Programmes
NH-P80S1 NH-P80G2

Steam Action • –

Dry & Steam • –

Steam Refresh

Business 
Casuals

• –

Easy-care

Extra Dry, Cupboard Dry, Iron Dry
• •

Rapid 40 • •

Wool Finish • •

Programmes

NA-148XS1 NA-148XR1 NA-140VZ4 NA-140VS4 
NA-168VS4

NA-140VX4 
NA-168VX4

NA-140VG4 
NA-168VG4 NA-B48VG5

NA-148VB6 
NA-128VB6 
NA-147VB6 
NA-127VB6

NA-147VC6 
NA-127VC6

NA-107VC5 
NA-106VC5

NH-P80S1 
NH-P80G2

New AutoCare  – – – – – – – – –

Drying Technology – – – – – – – – – – Condenser with  
heat pump

Energy Efficiency 
Class1 –30% –30%  

/
  –30%  

/
   –30%  

/
   

 
 
/
 

Motor Control Conventional Conventional Conventional

Auto Load Sensor  
Perfect Sense

 
Perfect Sense

 
Perfect Sense

 
Perfect Sense

 
Perfect Sense

 
Perfect Sense

 
Perfect Sense

– – – –

Multi-directional 
shower  

 
5 shower nozzles

 
5 shower nozzles

 
5 shower nozzles

 
5 shower nozzles

 
5 shower nozzles

 
2 shower nozzles

– – –

Automatic Stain 
Removal – – StainMaster – StainMaster – – – – – / Stain Removal 

programme –

Steam Feature – – – – – – –

Eco/Speed Mode • • • • • • • • • • / Time Saver 
programme •

Pre Wash Option • • • • • • • – – – / Pre Wash 
programme –

Easy Iron Option • • • • • • • • • – –

Extra Rinse Option • • • • • • • • • – –

45°C Gentle Dry – – – – – – – – – – •

Quick Dry – – – – – – – – – – •

Anti-crease – – – – – – – – – – •

Loading Capacity  
/
  

/
  

/
   

/
  

/ 
 

Spin Speed 1400 1400 1400 1400 / 1600 1400 / 1600 1400 / 1600 1400 1400 / 1200 1400 / 1200 1000 –

Drum Design Sazanami Drum Sazanami Drum Sazanami Drum Sazanami Drum Sazanami Drum Sazanami Drum Sazanami Drum Dimple Drum Dimple Drum Standard Sazanami Drum

Drum Door  
Opening Diameter

33 cm 33 cm 34 cm 34 cm 34 cm 34 cm 34 cm 33 cm 33 cm 33 cm 34 cm

Display
Blue LED with 

touch sensitive 
buttons

Blue LED with 
touch sensitive 

buttons

LCD with  
WashNavi LED LCD with  

WashNavi LED LED LCD with touch- 
sensitive buttons

LCD with touch- 
sensitive buttons LED LED

Leakage Protection • • • • • • • • • • –

Anti-vibration  
Body Design

Silent Arch Design Silent Arch Design Silent Arch Design Silent Arch Design Silent Arch Design Silent Arch Design Silent Arch Design Wavy Design Wavy Design Wavy Design Silent Arch Design

Stacking Kit – –
Order via  

Customer Service 
N-SKT100

Order via  
Customer Service 

N-SKT100

Order via  
Customer Service 

N-SKT100

Order via  
Customer Service 

N-SKT100

Order via  
Customer Service 

N-SKT100
– – –

Order via  
Customer Service 

N-SKT100

Drying Basket – – – – – – – – – –
Order via  

Customer Service 
N-DB1

Features

1-30% / -35% / -50% more energy efficient compared to the limit of highest energy efficiency class A+++ (EEI 46) calculated according to EU regulation 1061/2010[2010/30/EU].
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PRODUCT FICHE PRODUCT FICHE

Panasonic Model Identifier NA-148XS1 NA-148XR1 NA-140VZ4 NA-140VS4/ 
NA-168VS4

NA-140VX4/ 
NA-168VX4

NA-140VG4/ 
NA-168VG4

NA-148VB6/ 
NA-128VB6 

NA-147VB6 
NA-127VB6 NA-B48VG5 NA-147VC6/ 

NA-127VC6
NA-107VC5/ 
NA-106VC5

Rated Capacity of Cotton for the 
Standard Cotton Eco Programme At 60°C full load in kg 10kg 8kg 10kg 10 / 8kg 10 / 8kg 10 / 8kg 8kg 7kg 8kg 7kg 7 / 6kg

Energy Efficiency Class  A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A++ A++ / A+

Weighted Annual Energy Consumption1  117kWh / year 117kWh / year 167kWh / year 167kWh / year 
127kWh / year 167kWh / year 167kWh / year 

127kWh / year 194kWh / year 162kWh / year 89kWh / year 195kWh / year 195kWh / year

Energy Consumption of the 
Standard Cotton Eco Programme2

At 60°C full load
At 60°C partial load
At 40°C partial load

0.61kWh 
0.52kWh 
0.40kWh

0.61kWh 
0.52kWh 
0.40kWh

0.85kWh
0.72kWh
0.57kWh

0.85 / 0.65kWh
0.72 / 0.55kWh
0.57 / 0.48kWh

0.85 / 0.65kWh
0.72 / 0.55kWh
0.57 / 0.48kWh

0.85 / 0.66kWh
0.72 / 0.54kWh
0.57 / 0.48kWh

0.95kWh
0.77kWh
0.71kWh

0.83kWh 
0.68kWh 
0.64kWh

0.42kWh 
0.40kWh 
0.36kWh

1.05kWh 
0.72kWh 
0.65kWh

1.05 / 1.04kWh 
0.72 / 0.70kWh 
0.65 / 0.61kWh

Weighted Power Consumption Off-mode
Left-on mode

<0.2W
<0.2W

<0.2W
<0.2W

<0.2W
<0.2W

<0.2W
<0.2W

<0.2W
<0.2W

<0.2W
<0.2W

0.5W
1W

0.5W
1W

<0.2W
<0.2W

0.5W
1W

0.5W
1W

Weighted Annual Water Consumption3  9.750l / year 9.750l / year 12.400l / year 12.400l / year 
9.750l / year

12.400l / year 
9.750l / year

12.400l / year 
9.750l / year 9.900l / year 9.240l / year 9.750l / year 10.346l / year 10.346l / year 

9.900l / year

Spin Drying Efficiency Class4  B B B B / A B / A B / A B B B B C

Maximum Spin Speed Attained for the 
Standard Cotton Eco Programme2

At 60°C full load
At 40°C partial load

1400rpm
1400rpm

1400rpm
1400rpm

1400rpm
1400rpm

1400 / 1600rpm
1400 / 1600rpm

1400 / 1600rpm
1400 / 1600rpm

1400 / 1600rpm
1400 / 1600rpm

1400 / 1200rpm
1400 / 1200rpm

1400 / 1200rpm
1400 / 1200rpm

1400rpm 
1400rpm

1400 / 1200rpm 
1400 / 1200rpm

1000rpm 
1000rpm

Remaining Moisture Content  
Attained for the Standard Cotton  
Eco Programme2 

At 60°C full load 53% 53% 53% 53 / 44% 53 / 44% 53 / 44% 53% 53% 53% 53% 62%

Programme Time of the Standard 
Cotton Eco Programme2 

At 60°C full load
At 60°C partial load
At 40°C partial load

235Min. 
215Min. 
200Min.

235Min. 
215Min. 
200Min.

225Min.
185Min.
165Min.

225Min.
185 / 175Min.

165Min.

225Min.
185Min.
165Min.

225Min.
185 / 175Min.

165Min.

200Min.
175Min.
170Min.

200Min.
170Min.
160Min.

285Min. 
275Min. 
255Min.

205Min. 
165Min. 
160Min.

205 / 200Min. 
165Min. 
160Min.

Airborne Accoustical Noise Emissions 
During the Washing and Spinning  
Phases for the Standard 60°C Cotton  
Eco Programme at Full Load.2

Wash
Spin

53dB 
74dB

53dB 
74dB

53dB
71dB

53dB
71dB

53dB
71dB

53dB
71dB

58dB
76 / 74dB

58dB
76 / 74dB

53dB
72dB

58dB 
76 / 74dB

58dB 
77 / 76dB

Freestanding Appliance Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Other Information

Size (H x W x D mm) 840 x 596 x 635
(incl. door)

840 x 596 x 635 
(incl. door)

845 x 596 x 625
(max. 635 incl. 

door)

845 x 596 x 625
(max. 635 incl. 

door)

845 x 596 x 625
(max. 635 incl. 

door)

845 x 597 x 625
(max. 635 incl. 

door)

845 x 597 x 557 
(max. 572 incl. 

door)

845 x 597 x 557 
(max. 572 incl. 

door)

845 x 596 x 625
(max. 635 incl. 

door)

845 x 597 x 557 
(max. 572 incl. 

door)

845 x 597 x 527 
(max. 547 incl. 

door) /  
845 x 597 x 416 
(max. 436 incl. 

door)

Weight 78kg 77kg 75kg 75kg 74kg 74kg 77kg 73kg 74kg 72kg 72 / 61kg

1 Energy consumption in kWh per year, based on 220 standard washing cycles for cotton programmes Eco at 60 °C and 40 °C at full and  
 partial load, and the consumption of the low-power modes. The actual energy consumption will depend on how the appliance is used.
2  The “standard 60°C Cotton Eco programme” and the “standard 40°C Cotton Eco programme” are the standard washing programmes to  
 which the information in the label and the fiche relates. These programmes are suitable to clean normally soiled cotton laundry and that  
 they are the most efficient programmes in terms of combined energy and water consumption.
3 Based on 220 standard washing cycles for Cotton Eco programmes at 60°C and 40°C at full and partial load, and the consumption of the  
 low-power modes. Actual water consumption will depend on how the appliance is used.

WASHING MACHINES
PANASONIC PRODUCT FICHE (EU) NR. 1061/2010

4 On a scale from G (least efficient) to A (most efficient)
5 Energy consumption in kWh per year, based on 160 drying cycles of the standard cotton programme at full and partial load, and the  
 consumption of the low-power modes. The actual energy consumption per cycle will depend on how the appliance is used.
6 The ‘standard cotton programme’ used at full and partial load is the standard drying programme to which the information in the  
 label and the fiche relates, that this programme is suitable for drying normal wet cotton laundry and that it is the most  
 efficient programme in terms of energy consumption for cotton.
7 For NH-P80S1 only

Panasonic Model Identifier NH-P80G2 NH-P80S1
Rated Capacity in kg of Cotton Laundry for the 
Standard Cotton Programme At full load 8kg 8kg

Type of Dryer  Condensor with heat pump Condensor with heat pump 

Energy Efficiency Class  A++ A++

Weighted Annual Energy Consumption5 212kWh / year 212kWh / year

Automatic Tumble Dryer Yes Yes

Energy Consumption of the Standard Cotton 
Programme 

At full load
At partial load

1.67kWh
1.05kWh

1.67kWh
1.05kWh

Power Consumption for the Standard Cotton 
Programme at Full Load

Off-mode
Left-on mode 

0.18W
1.36W

0.18W
1.36W

Duration of the Left-on Mode6 10Min. 10Min.

Weigthed Programme Time of the Standard Cotton 
Programme At full load and partial load 136Min. 136Min.

Programme Time of the Standard Cotton 
Programme

At full load
At partial load

170Min.
110Min.

170Min.
110Min.

Condensation Efficiency Class on a Scale from G 
(least efficient) to A (most efficient) B B

Average Condensation Efficiency of the Standard 
Cotton Programme

At full load
At partial load

85%
85%

85%
85%

Weighted Condensation Efficiency of the Standard 
Cotton Programme At full load and partial load 85% 85%

Sound Power Level for the Standard Cotton 
Programme At full load 65dB 65dB

Freestanding Appliance Yes Yes

HEAT PUMP TUMBLE DRYER
PANASONIC PRODUCT FICHE (EU) NR. 392/2012

Other information 

Special options Gentle Dry, Buzzer, Anti-crease (120Min), Eco / Speed, Child lock

Special programmes Dry & Steam3, Steam Refresh3, Rapid 40, Wool, Outdoor/Sports 
Key features Inverter compressor, automatic sensor drying, adjustable drying level 

Design LED display, Sazanami drum (107L) with LED lighting , Silent Arch Design, 
buzzer at the end of the cycle.

Size & Weight 845mm x 596mm x 625mm / 55kg

(EU) 517/2014

This product contains fluorinated greenhouse gases.
Refrigerant: R134a
Amount of refrigerant: 0.28 kg
Global Warming Potential: 1430 
Hermetically Sealed.

Panasonic Model Identifier  NR-B55VE1 NR-B53V2 NR-B53VW2 NR-BN34EX15 NR-BN31EX15 NR-BN31EW15 NR-B32FE2 NR-BD31EX1

Category Category 7
Refrigerator-freezer

Category 7
Refrigerator-freezer

Category 7 

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7 

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7 

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7 

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7 

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7 

Refrigerator-freezer

Energy Efficiency Class1 A+++ A++ A++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++

Energy Consumption in kWh per Year3 262kWh / year 346kWh / year 346kWh / year 172kWh / year 166kWh / year 166kWh / year 173kWh / year 154kWh / year

Total Fridge Compartment (net) 324L 324L 324L 254L 223L 223L 225L 227L

Total Freezer Compartment (net) 222L 206L 206L 80L 80L 80L 90L 95L

Total Fridge-freezer Capacity (net) 546L 530L 530L 334L 303L 303L 315L 322L

Star Rating of the Freezer 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars

Mention ‘frost-free’ for the  
Relevant Compartment(s)2

Fridge: Frost free
Freezer: Frost free

Fridge: Frost free
Freezer: Frost free

Fridge: Frost free
Freezer: Frost free

Fridge: Frost free
Freezer: Frost free

Fridge: Frost free
Freezer: Frost free

Fridge: Frost free
Freezer: Frost free

Fridge: Frost free
Freezer: Frost free –

Temperature Rise Time 16 hours 16 hours 16 hours 18 hours 18 hours 18 hours  16 hours 30 hours

Freezing Capacity in kg / 24 h 15kg 15kg 15kg 12kg 12kg 12kg 15kg 4.5kg

Climate Class5 SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T

Airborne Acoustical Noise Emissions 38dB 38dB 38dB tbc tbc tbc 36dB 40dB

Freestanding Appliance  Yes  Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes

Other Information
Colour Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Arctic White Stainless Steel Stainless Steel White Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

Size (H x W x D mm) 1850 x 905 x 710 1860 x 915 x 710 1860 x 915 x 710 2000 x 600 x 633 1850 x 600 x 633 1850 x 600 x 633 1900 x 600 x 650 1850 x 600 x 650

Weight 133kg 137kg 137kg tbc tbc tbc 95kg 73kg

Panasonic Model Identifier  NR-BD31EW1 NR-BN34FX1 NR-BN34FW1 NR-BN34AX1 NR-BN34AW1 NR-BN32AXA NR-BN32AWA NR-BN31AX1

Category Category 7 

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7

Refrigerator-freezer
Category 7

Refrigerator-freezer

Energy Efficiency Class1 A+++ A++ A++ A++ A++ A++ A++ A++

Energy Consumption in kWh per Year3 154kWh / year 245kWh / year 245kWh / year 245kWh / year 245kWh / year 234kWh / year 234kWh / year 234kWh / year

Total Fridge Compartment (net) 227L 254L 254L 254L 254L 222L 222L 222L

Total Freezer Compartment (net) 95L 85L 85L 85L 85L 85L 85L 85L

Total Fridge-freezer Capacity (net) 322L 339L 339L 339L 339L 307L 307L 307L

Star Rating of the Freezer 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars 4 Stars

Mention ‘frost-free’ for the  
Relevant Compartment(s)3 – Fridge: No-frost

Freezer: No-frost
Fridge: No-frost
Freezer: No-frost

Fridge: No-frost
Freezer: No-frost

Fridge: No-frost
Freezer: No-frost

Fridge: No-frost
Freezer: No-frost

Fridge: No-frost
Freezer: No-frost

Fridge: No-frost
Freezer: No-frost

Temperature Rise Time 30 hours 18 hours 18 hours 18 hours 18 hours 18 hours 18 hours 18 hours

Freezing Capacity in kg / 24 h 4.5kg 12kg 12kg 12kg 12kg 12kg 12kg 12kg

Climate Class5 SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T

Airborne Acoustical Noise Emissions 40dB 42dB 42dB 42dB 42dB 42dB 42dB 42dB

Freestanding Appliance Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Other Information
Colour White Stainless Steel White Stainless Steel White Stainless Steel White Stainless Steel

Size (H x W x D mm) 1850 x 600 x 650 2000 x 600 x 650 2000 x 600 x 650 2000 x 600 x 650 2000 x 600 x 650 1850 x 600 x 650 1850 x 600 x 650 1850 x 600 x 650

Weight 73kg 82kg 82kg 76kg 76kg 71kg 71kg 71kg

1 The energy efficiency class of a household refrigerating appliance shall be determined on the basis of its Energy Efficiency Index (EEI):

 A+++ (most efficient) : EEI < 22 

 A++ : 22 ≤ EEI < 33

 A+ : 33 ≤ EEI < 44 ….till G (least efficient)
2 Based on standard test results for 24 hours. Actual energy consumption will depend on how the appliance is used and where it is located.
3 Frost-free compartment’ means any compartment defrosted by a frost-free system
4 The refrigerating appliance shall be capable of maintaining the required storage temperatures in the different compartments simultaneously and within  
 the permitted temperature deviations (during the defrost cycle) as specified  :

 SN  : +10°C  to + 32°C N : + 16°C to + 32°C

 ST : + 16°C to + 38°C T : + 16°C to + 43°C
5 These products are not available yet on the market. This information will be communicated later on.

SIDE-BY-SIDE & 2-DOOR REFRIGERATORS  
PANASONIC PRODUCT FICHE (EU) NR. 1060/2010
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